A. The binding.
The book, as we have it, is a folio 12 8 / 4 "x7 3 / 4 ", bound in oakboards, covered with vellum, originally secured by a strap. This binding is certainly of the IS«» Century, probably 1450 to 1475. This is proved, as to the superior date, by comparision with certain MSS. existing in the Bodleian Library and in the British Museum the bindings of which resemble this even to the pattern on the boss of the pin of the clasp. It is proved, as to an inferior date, by the existence in the book of vellum strips, used as binding stays in sewing, which have on them bits of writing in a 15 th Century hand. This writing must have been on the strips when the book was bound, as the sewing in one case at least cuts through it. The binding is preserved sufficiently to show clearly that the book was treated as complete when bound, and it is clear that many, if not all the folios now missing have been cut from the book since it was bound. In many cases, as will be hereafter noted, the knife marks are to be seen on the adjacent folios. Of course all the folios now missing were already gone when Jtmius received the book. We may therefore date their loss between circa 1450 and 1630. The folios remaining are not of quite uniform quality of vellum yet it is evident that, if we have a binding together of two or more original MSS., these originals must have resembled each other in size and form marvelously. I incline to the belief that the book as bound in the 15 th Century was a single MS. and neither greater nor less than the 11 th Century book.
B. The Gatherings or Sections.
Since a number of folios and several entire leaves are gone, the book, as we have it, is very imperfect. It is somewhat difficult to determine exactly how the original book was made up and no two independent editors hitherto have quite agreed as to the places where folios have been cut away. The table here given presents the gatherings as I make them and the following remarks will-set forth whatever difficulties present themselves. For convenience of reference I have numbered the gatherings or sections in the table, I-XVII, but they are, of course, not numbered in the MS. I have also noted the contents of each section by reference to lines in Grein and to the pages of the MS. as given in Thorpe. In reference to this last I may note that Thorpe gives 229 pages. To this add one blank page at end, no. 230, and two pages at commencement, not numbered, and we have 232 pages or 116 folios.
These folios are united into gatherings thus: Gathering I. The vestiges of three missing folios are clearly visible at the commencement of this gathering. But there is no evidence to show that any part of the present poem is lost and we may perhaps consider either we have lost only fly leaves left for illumination or that the three lost folios contained other matter. For the folios left are apparently the beginning. The first folio -not numbered -is blank on the a side and has full page picture (plate I in Ellis) on the b side. It also has a heading, in writing perhaps of 15 th Century or about the probable date of the binding, Genesis in anglico. The following folio has also the heading in a somewhat later hand, Genesis in lingua Saxonia. If these headings were written before the book was bound, it would appear that the preceding folios were either blank or that they contained nothing relating to the present text.
Gathering II. This section is so imperfect that one can only conjecture its original state. I assume that the gathering originally consisted of eight folios because the other gatherings in the book have that number and because the gap in the MS. is about large enough to accomodate six beside the existing two. Certainly some are gone. The two remaining folios are. fi JSi I suggest that three folios are gone before page nine, one between ten and eleven, and two after page twelve. That is, that the existing folios are the remnants of the fourth or middle sheet (pages 9-10), and of the third sheet (pages 11-12). In any case it appears that we have in the text two fragments, lines 169-205 and lines 206-234 separated from each other and from the preceding and succeeding matter by a certain amount of text now lost Gathering ΠΙ. This gathering is rather more difficult to set in order because it has two sewings. But close examination shows that we have two entire sheets (four folios) and two half sheets (two folios). We can further see that the missing folios were so roughly torn away that the halves remaining were loosened and had to be sewed back into the MS. This resewing was done most clumsily, but is still strong. The middle "original sewing appears to have been between pages 20 and 21 and the missing folios would seem to have been between p. 22 and 23 (after L 441) as is indicated by the following diagrams of the perfect and imperfect sheets as they now exist. It will be noted that line 235, the, generally accepted opening line of Genesis B, is at the beginning of the gathering but the line 851 is not the end of gathering IV. D.
Pages 21-22
Gathering IV, V and VI are complete in the MS. The last word on page 40 is 'nacod', line 871. The word 'sceolden', line 851 is about the middle of page 40, and it is clear that the scribe did not take line 851 to be the ending of the * Satan episode' unless we assume that 11.852-871 were· added by the scribe to fill out the folio and to properly introduce the speech 871 if.: 'Him f>a tedre god answarode'.
Gathering VII is complete, but an extra folio, no doubt original and properly placed, is inserted between pages 87 and 88. This folio contains no text. It has plate XLVIII and plate XLIX as numbered in Ellis.
Gathering VIII has lost one folio between pages 94 and 95. The text is somewhat corrupt at this point; still there seems no mark of a decided break in the sense. The marks of the knife used in cutting out the folio are so clear that there is no possible chance of mistake. Page 94 ends 'him )>a' 1. 2045. Perhaps an illustration only is lost.
Gathering IX. The two lost folios, between p. 108-109 (L 2379) and between p. 110-111 (1. 2416), are halves respectively of the 3 r * and 4th sheets of the gathering. There are fragments of folios remaining in both places, breaks in the sense, and faint knife marks.
Anglia, X. bnnd. H Gathering X. The two lost folios here also are indicated by fragments and in both places (lines 2510 and 2597 in Grein) breaks in the sense occur. In both places also there are knife marks.
Gathering XI. The folio lost here (line 2805 in Grein) is again indicated by fragments and a break in the sense, knife marks are also to be noted.
Gathering XII. The middle leaf of this gathering (line 141 -Exodus -Grein) has clearly been here wholly removed. In spite of the ingenious reconstruction of Grein, following Dietrich, I find here a break in the sense and conclude that a considerable portion of chapter XLIV is here lost. Page 149 begins a new chapter, regularly emphasized with a space left for capital \ not filled up by the illuminator. The dot in line 141 is after cyning in MS. Thorpe gives this correctly. In this gathering Exodus begins page 143 and the beginning of this new poem is emphasized in the MS. by an ornamented capital exactly like those in the pages preceding no. 73. From pages 73 to 149 all the capitals except one on page 79 are large plain black letters.
This is important to note as showing that the scribe recognized this as one of the great divisions of the work.
Gathering ΧΠΙ. At page 164 a folio has been cut out and the knife marks are visible. The entire chapter XLVIII is gone. Page 163 ends with line 445. Pages 164 and 165 are blank, perhaps reserved as Grein suggests for drawings. On page 164 in a 13** Century hand is written 'tribus annis transactis' Which I take to be mere scribbling.
Gathering XIV. One folio, which was originally half of the middle sheet is clearly gone at p. 174 (after 'beorna' 1.70, Dan.) though its loss is indicated by no break in sense and it may have been merely an illustration. At page 180 (line 177, Daniel), the lost folio was roughly torn out as is shown by the fragments remaining and there is also a break in the sense. The Daniel, which commences on page 173, is emphasized by a blank of a page and a half and by a large black initial, though not by an ornamental one as in the <sase of the Exodus.
Gathering XV. One folio has been roughly cut out at page 182 (line 208, Daniel) though there is no appearent break in sense. Page 182 ends 'teodest'.
Gathering XVII. Two folios are certainly gone. One was between pages 216 and 217 (after 'I>jere' 1.172, Sat) and one between pages 222 and 223 (after < earm ge' 1.432, Sat). In neither case is there any apparent break in sense, but the fact of the loss is shown by the fragments remaining. A folio is certainly not gone as Thorpe supposes, between pages 226 and 227 unless it be that a whole leaf, the other half of which would come between pages 214 and 215, is gone, of which I see no sign. The On' of On dom d»ge' (tine 600, Sat) appears, however, both at bottom of page 226 and at top of page 227.
But we find on page 212 marks of knife cutting showing that a folio at least has been removed (after Dan. 1. 765). This may have been a whole leaf, in which case the other half would have come between pages 228 and 229. This is improtant because the folio gone at page 212 contained no doubt the end of Book I and its loss, which I think has not hitherto been noted, explanis the incompleteness of the present ending of that book. Folio 230 is blank.
C. The signature marks.
In the table before given I have noted the marginal marks Xb and X and have set down the pages on which their appear. These marks seem to be in a hand not unlike that of the scribe.
If they are original they would naturally be taken for signatures and the absence of any mark in some gatherings might be supposed to be due to the cutting away in binding, since on page 18 we have one half cut away.
But I must own myself at loss to account for the use of two marks. I will with some hesitation, however, suggest that the scribe might have copying from two MSS. and marked his transition from one to the other with the use of X in stead of X ft. The appearance of X in the places where it occurs would seem to favor this view, but I have not space to work this out at present and I commend the matter to the attention of others. Xm occurs also on page 22 near the bottom. I can give no account of it. There are no other marks, letters, or figures in the margin anywhere in the MS. except as noted herein.
D. The chapter numbering.
The greater part of the MS. is regularly arranged in numbered cantos or chapters. We note at once that we have 55 chapters in Book I and 12 in Book II.
These chapters are wholly ignored by Grein and an artificial system based on careful criticism substituted. Thorpe, however, usually gives the chapter headings correctly. These chapter numberings are irregular in the early part of the MS. and begin to be continous at chapter XVI, occuring thereafter throughout the MS. In studying these we find that every chapter which is numbered has also an ornamental initial. We also note that no ornamental initials, with one exception, occur in the regularly numbered portions except as heads of chapters.
From this I suggest that we may assume that in the portion preceeding chapter XVI, the chapters are sufficiently indicated by the ornamental initials, and that we may thus number them and the locate the lost portions. In accordance with this suggestion, I have set forth in the following pages the chapters as I should reconstruct them, but I must repeat that one can only conjecture as to chapters I to XV.
It is hardly necessary to add that these chapter divisions do not correspond to the natural divisions in the sense, just as the chapter divisions in the authorized version of the Bible do not so correspond. I hope at some future time to set forth the correspondence between the chapters in this MS. and the similar divisions in the earlier Latin texts, but I have not space for more than the following at present. 11* If then the chapters be reconstructed in accordance with the indications in the MS. they would stand are follows, lines as in Grein being taken (* = portion of chapter lost; f = perhaps portion of chapter gone). « ' ,, 104 ,, 224 ,, 363 ,, 496 ,, 676 Line 316
, , 366 ,, 443 ,, 514 ,, 558 ,, 598 In the Ztschr. f. d. A., vol. XV Sievers has given a careful collation of this MS. and in his excellent print of the Genesis B (Der Heliand und die angels chs. Genesis, Halle 1875) has given the corrected text. Yet .there are some misprints in Sievers' collation and there are also many minor points of interest in the text as given in the MS. particularly m regard to the spacing of words, which are not noted. I have therefore thought it worth while to append a rather minute recollation of the MS. As Sievers has with great accuracy restored the lines of the MS. which were badly misread by Thorpe, I have found no occasion to change his setting in that particular. The MS. accents are so corrupt that Sievers disregards them altogether and I therefore reserve them for collation from Thorpe who undertakes to give them. This collation is based on Sievers only and all words which I have observed to differ from the form he gives are here set down, even if correctly given in Thorpe or Grein.
235 235   237   237   238   241   245  246  250  253  255  258  259  260  261  266  271  278  282  283  284  285  292  293  310  314 niotaD* for IsetaS. So also 327.
